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An extensive series of videocassette presentations has been developed
at. the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for introductory chemical
education. The development of this teaching format and evaluation of its
success are presented in this renort.

In measures of course achievement, students instructed by the video-
cassette-discussion format received higher average scores than those
taught by the traditional live lecture mode. In surveying students about
these two modes of instruction, the videocassette-discussion format was
received as well as the live lecture mode. A majority of the teaching
assistants preferred this videocassette-discussion format.

Others interested in implementing videocassette presentations for
all levels of instruction could benefit from the developmental exreriences
of this program. The Chemistry Department and Divisions of the Office of
InJtructional 7esources jointly narticipated in developing and evaluating
this videocassette-discussion format employed in introductory chemistry.



Abs tract

An extensive series of videocassuctt! nreseatations has been develoned at
the University of illLgois at Urhalia-Champaiini for introductory chemical
education. The develonmeat of this teaching format =A evaluation of its
success ara rresented in this report.

In measures of course achievement, students instructed by the videocassette-
discussion format receivel higher average scores than those taught by the
traditional live lecture mode. In surveying students about these tuo modes
of instruction, the videocassette-discussion format was received as well as
the live lecture mode. A majority of the teaching assistants nreferred
this videocassette-discussion format.

Others interested in impleenting vieeocassette presentations for all
levels of instruction could benefit from the dewelonmental experiences of
this program. The Chemistry Department and Divisions of the Office of
Instructional Resources jointly participated in daveloning and evaluating
thin videocassette-discussion format emnloyed in introductory chemistry.



TEACHING DITRODUCTORY CNMISTRY
r:!ITH VIDEOCASSETTE PRESENTATIMS

John Enger
Office of Instructional Resources

Anne Toms-Hood and Kim Cohn
Department of Chemistry

Since 1963 the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UTUC) has
produced an ext-,nsive series of television tapes for courses in intro-
ductory chemistry. The materials are produced through a joint effort
which combines both the academic interests and technical capabilities of
the Chemistry Department and the Instructional Television Division of the
Office of Instructional Resources at UIUC. This paper describes the
evolution of the program, the outcomes of these efforts in the first sem-
ester course, and the evaluation of an ongoing professionally produced
videocassettee-discussion teaching format currently employed in intro-
ductory chemistry.

Introduction

Education has used television to repetitively prebe7t the master
teacher to large numbers of students (Dambrot, 1972! Hutton and Larsen,
1975; Leifer, 1976). Studies which measured student achievement when
television has been used in the classroom showed it to he as effective
as the live presentation (Chu and Schramm, 1967; Dubin and Hedley, 1969;
Dubin and Taveggio, 1963' Los Angelos Community College District, Uote 17
Shrigley, Alfke. Szabo and Uelliver, 1975).

Replicability and capacity to reach large audiences are two advan-
tages television offers to education. Leifer (1976) identified these
and other advantages of television as: (a) the capture of uncommon and
hard-to-duplicate material an0 phenomena,' (b) the ability to-easily
present static and moving material, (c) the alteration of visual, audi-
tory, and temporal characteristics of material and phenomena, and (d)
the option to resort to animation.

The use of the televised presentation alone, as was done in many of
the afore-mentioned studies, accentuates its limitations. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to use this medium to: (a) respond to students as
they are learning the lesson, (b) foster the practice of reading, writing,
and speaking skills, (c) oversee s_udents' learning through their own
activity, and (d) take the uniqueness of each student into account (Leifer,
1976). These limitations can be overcome by coordinating televised material
with live response.

The televised presentation in education has grown from s.imple black
and white pruductions of an instructor lecturing to a class to the rela-
tively elaborate videoclssette productions which draw from both academic

experiences. The videocassette is a product of the 1970's
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(Business Management/Engineerinr, 1971) and was initially marketed in
education (Gordon and Palk, 1973). Videocassettes can store information
from three sources. (a) commercial or central di.ltributors, (b) open-
circuit or cable TV, and (c) original home-made TV or film production
(Gordon and Falk, 1973). Presentations on videocassettes are relatively
expensive to produce, yet relatively inexpensive to purchase or rent.

9ith little help from existing research, it has been the educator's
responsibility to know the characteristics of the intended audience and
the goals of the curriculum (Leifer, 1976) in order to coordinate tele-
vised and live work in the classroom. A number of evaluative studies
have provided some guidelines to follow in making decisions on the use
of televised presentations in the classroom (Coldevin, 1975; Cunningham,
1973. Dubin and Taveggio, 1963 Forrester and Zakia, 1972. McAnany,
Hornik and Mayo, 1973; Wade, 1967' Uarner, 1976- l'ittich and Schuller,
1973).

Numero-is studies have documented the efficiency of television in
chemistry education. Humphreys and Tomlinson (1969) enumerated such
applications as demonstrating technique, showing chemical applications
in industry, producing time-compressed sequences, and viewing en.masse
that which could only be demonstrated individually in the traditional
mode. Others have used television as a valuable resource when a depart-
tent is faced with a lack of qualified teaching assistants (Pantaleo,
1975) and as an effective teaching aid in training teaching assistants
(Garland, 1969). Some have found that ::elevision ensures better plan-
ning of instruction (Garland, 1971), is applicable to individualized
instruction (arnard, Bertant and O'Connor, 19637 Benet, 1976. numphreys,
1971: Humphreys and Tomlinson, 169 Jenkins, 1976 Nash & Nienhouse,
1975), effectively combines with live work and other media (Barnard
et al., 1963 Barnard and O'Connor, 1963; Powell, Woodruff and Garraway,
1975! Humphreys, 1971 Jenkins, 1976. !'yers, 1975' Shrigley et al., 1975),
and yet can be relatively inexpensive (!lumphreys and Tomlinson, 1969).

Measured student achievement in televised chemistry presentations
has been reported to be similar Lo achievement in the traditional live
lecture mnoe (Barnard et al., 196'2 Garland 1971: Humphreys, 1971;
Levine, 1975. Pantaleo, 1975). Student responses indicated a negative
acceptance to the televised mode in college chemistry in earlier studies
(Barnard et al., 1963,Duffy and "alsh, 1969). ?Tore recent studies
showed no significant difference in acceptance (Levine, 1975) or a defi-
nite positive student acceptance of the use of television in college
chemistry courses (Howell et al., 1975 Uumphreys. 1971; lyers, 1975:
Nash and iCf-lenhouse, 1975).

Development and Use of Televised Pre:3ontations

In 1966 Professor G. P. Haight
1

ioined HIUC to heal the coordina-
tion and teaching of introductory chemistry courses. In the spring of
1968 Professor Haight, his staff, and the media specialists from the
Instructional Television Division produced their first televised chemis-
try lectures. The original television productions were black and white
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and involved, essentally. a erofeseor eivine lectures in the usual
manner. Teo faculty members from the Cheeieey Department working with
two cameramen ane 1 television director were vide to prepare about two
45-minute reel-to-reel black and white tapes e week nough scripts,
little time allocated for rehearsals, and the lack of editing facilities
severely restricted tke neture and scope of the material which could be
presented. The presentateieons, therefore, were chemistry lectures which
made use of tem blackbearls, a small demonstration table, a rear-view
projector and a screen.

Initial Classroom Presentations

These televised lectures were introduced into the classroom in the
fall of 1':!68. The class, which was divided into groups of about 200
students, and a faculty member associated with the television productions
met in large rooms that had television sets along the wall. The acceptance
of the progrnms,ettendance in class, and scores on exams were comparable
Tbi lecture situations.

In the fall of 1969 classes of about 200 students met at regularly
stheeuled times to view the televised lectures. Teaching assistants (TAs),
but no senior faculty members. attended the laree class meetings and were
available to answer questions during separate discussion periods. When
the television sets suffered breakdowns classes 'were dismissed until re-
pairs could be made. The attendance for the television lectures, as well
as student achievement on the hourly exams, dropped when compared with
the attendance and achievement of about 350 students takine the sane
course in the '-raditional lecture mode.

These televised lectures were use in the same laree claSIS format
through the spring of 1971. Durinp this time exam results generally indi-
cated that when students attended televised lectures they did as well on
exams as students who attended live lectures. However, student resistance
to the program was high and many srudents attended only approximately half

.

of the televised lectures.

In the fall of 1971 when videocassette players became available,
the reel-to-reel tapes were reproduced on videocassettes. Pour TAs
volunteered to take sections of about 25 students each and met with
them four times a week to show and discuss the television tapes. These
TAs could stop, rerun, and explain these tapes. In the small class situ-
ation, faculty members and TAs noted that student resistance to the use
of televised lectures dropped and students nerformed better on the hourly
exams than they had when they viewed the tapes in a large eroup setting
durine the previous semester. The development of a syllabus which re-
leased them from excessive note taking was appreciated by the students.
They also found the availability of TAs for questioning durine class
time helpful. Professors and TAs receive(:. conaents from students par-
ticipating in the TV-based small classroom format which indicated nany
preferred this course to the large lecture situation.
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On the basis of student reactions obtained in the fall of 1971, plans
for the production of short color cassette television tapes began in the
spring of 1)72. Plans included the use of carefully written scripts that
would allow for the inclusion of demonstrations, films, animated material,
and ccmputer graphics alonr with discussion of material. Production of
this new series of tapes began in the spring of 1973 and is still being
continued. A list of content titles and running times of the new tapes
is given in Table 1. The faculty anl staff involved in the production of
the tapes has varied over the past several years.

Current Television Course

The current first semester course is designed as a first course in
college chemistry for those who have had high schocl chemistry or a strong
math and physics program in hirh school or both. Multiple sections of this
format are offered throughout the day. The course serves between 1,800
and 2,500 students per year in all colleges at UIUC. The students are
divided into groups of 25 and attend 50-minute class.meetinps four times
a peek. Each meeting devotes approximately 20 minutes to a televised
presentation and 30 minutes to discussion.

The television tapes introduce new material. A variety of films,
drawings, computer graphics, and bench-tcp demonstrati,,ne are incorpor-
ated into each presentation. Lecturing and problem -ing are kept rn
a minimum in these taped presentations. The PLATO2 computer-assisted
instructional system is used to present graphic displays, to illustrate
by animation how certain types of chemical reactions occur, and to pre-
sent short mathematical derivations.

Students are strongly urged to ask questions that arise when tapes
are being shown; and TAs can interrupt the tapes to explain difficult
points, to replay important portions of the tape, and to supplement the
material on the tapes. The videocassette-discussion format provides the
opportunity for drill, asking questions, and having short quizzes to test
progress. The sessions are designed also to provide expert help in the
homework and clear up questions concerning the taped presentations and
reading. Opportunities are also available under the supervision of a TA
fOr'StUdents to review tapes during one day of each week.

A carefully scripted videocassette production-presencs material
clearly and concisely. Because the TV presentation moves at a more rapid
pace than a normal lecture, a syllabus is provided to relieve the student
of the burden of taking detailed notes on all of the statements made,
rules put forth, and figures drawn. Only minimal note taking is required.

The classroom instructor is perhans the most important learning
resource in this system. 'Te or she is there to answer questions, to
clarify concepts which are not fully understood, to explain in more
detail the material presented on the TV tapes, to present material not

7
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Table 1, Titles and Runnin.7 Times of Color Videocassette

Television Tapes Used in Introductory Cbemistry lt UIUC

Tape
iumber Title Running Time

(Minutes:Sèconds

1

2

3

A

Introduction, Course Objectives
Stoichionetry
Early Ideas About the Composition of Natter
Electromagnetic Radiation

19:47
12:00
1200
13:00

5 Subatomic Particles 12:00
r, Structure of the Atom 14:00
7 Electron Structure of Atoms 16:00
3 Periodic Classification of Elcments 27:00
9 Periodic Properties of Atoms 1907
10 Metal and Nonmetals 18:15
11 Ionic Structures 70:05
12 Chemical Processes of Metals 19:13
13 Electrochemistry of Metals 15z05
14 Nucleus I 13:25
15 Nucleus II 19:25
16 Abundance and Origin of Elements 15:10
17 Nonmetals, Share and Share Alike 935
18 Molecular Orbitals, Rules of the Road 12:34
19 Diatomic Molecules 13:40
90 Covalent Compounds 13:38
21 Hydrogen Chemistry 17:10
72 Elemental PydroPen and Oxygen 12:15
23 Chemistry of Oxygen and Sulphur 24:10
14 Oxidation Reduction 19:55
25 Chemistry of Group V Elements 1915
26 Natural Cycles of Nonmetal Elements 1605
27 Halogen Chemistry 13:55
23 Acidic and Basic Solutions 16:00
29 PH and Indicators 22:06
30 Weak Acids and Bases 17:00
31 Theories and Titrations 16:00
32 Buffers 2100
33 Thpories of Acids and Bases 1n-59
34 Three States of Matter 19.27
35 Behaviors of Gases 13:44
3G Molecular Speeds ani the Nonideality of Gases 11.13
37 Liquids 10:50
33 Structure of Coordination Complexes 2131
39 Electronic Properties of Coordination Complexes 17:39
lin Energy Changes 18:10
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suited to TV (such us long derivations); and in general to assist the
student in sny way noes11'.le to learn chemistry. The TV tapes essentially
set -erth the besic outlines of what the studeat should know to do well
in this chemistry course.

By usine nine portable television units with one being kept in re-
serve, the Chemistry Department utilizes the videocassette-discussion
teaching format in two introductory courses having a total of 70 sections
for 2000 students each semester. These portable units each contain the
mobile utility cart, a 21-inch television set, a videocassette tape deck,
and n11 tapes for the course. The portable units are stored in a secure
area which also contains the videocassette library.

Evaluation of the Televised Presentations

Freshmen are placed into the introductory chemistry sequence at UIUC
by their performance on three measures! (a) their high school chemistry
backeround, (b) their score on the chemistry placement examination, and
(c) their score on the mathematics placement examination. Those who per-
form poorly on these measures are recommended to enroll in Chemistry 100
to remove their deficiencies. Those who exhibit exceptional backgrounds
are placed in Chemistry 107. Nost students are advised to enroll in
Chemistry 101.

In the fall semester of 1975 both the traditional lecture-discussion
end videocassette-discussion teaching modes were used in Chemistry 101
(General Chemistry Lecture). At registration, sections were not identi-
fied by the teaching mode. A total of 1,066 entering freshman students
completed Chemistry 101. During that semester 310 students enrolled in
43 sections which used the videocassette-discussion teaching format and
256 studenLs enrolled in 14 sections taught in the traditional live
lecture-discession mode, There was little crossover after the initial
registration with at most 14 students chaneing teaching modes only
because of schedule conflicts. About 10Z of the students registered
dropped each teaching mode during the semester. Teaching assistants
were randomly assigned to teachiug modes, minimal changes in the initial
assignment L:teLma only from unforeseen schedule conflicts.

Both telching modes vsed the same lecture topics, objectives, home-
work assignments, ar: order of presentations throughout the semester.
Stunents in both groeps were given the course syllabus to follow the lec-
turet. Likewise, the same textbook ("Chemistry: A Conceptual Approach",
Nortimer, 19/o) was assigned to both groups. The live lecturer for the
reditional mode of instruction had more than 10 years of experience
:eaching general chemistry and, based on student evaluations, was as well
received as any previous lecturer in the same position over the past
three years at UIUC.

At the conclusion of the semester, a 133-point objective comprehen-
sive final examination was administered to both eroups. The students in
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both groups also responde:1 to cuestionnaires which were designed to
assess student perception of instruction. Tn addition, TAs associated
with each mode of instruction were surveyed by questionnaire to ascer-
tain their perceptions of the effectiveness of th two modes of presen-
tation.

Cognitive Me(wures

Qn ent. Into Chemistry 101 the two groups of students, those being
instructed by the live lecture-discussion (LL) mode and those viewing and
discussing the videocassette (TV) presentations, differed significantly
on only one of the cognitive variables investigated. TIote Column 1 in
Tabl-, 2 in which entry variables such as high school rank, ACT scores,
placement test scores, and high school chemistry measures (Variables 3-8)
yielded point biserial correlations with the group membership variable
(Variable 1 where TV = 1 and LL = 0) which, with but the one exception
(Variable 4, ACT Mathematics Score), were not significantly different
than 7.ero. Thus, the two groups were essentially the same on entry to
tha course. The exception is not regarded as serious, however, and an
explanation is given after presenting one additional finding.

A significant difference between the two groups was found for the
variable identified as final exam score (Variable 2). The correlation of
.17 is significantly different from zero at the a = .01 level of signifi-
cance which implies there is a difference in the final exam score distri-
butions between the two groups. The mean final exam score for the TV
group waf: 112.9 and the corresponding mean for the LL group was 103.3.
Standard deviations on these scores were 23.7 and 2A.4, respectively.
Thus on the average, higher scores on the final exam are accorded to the
videocassette-discussion group. The inference is that the videocassette-
discussion mode of instruction is havi.T., a favorable eZfect on the perfor-
mance of students.

Althoujh group averages on the ACT Mathematics variable were signi-
ficantly different (with a mean and standard deviation of 30.1 and 2.82
for the TV group and 29.6 and 3.14 for the LL group), the relationship
between group membership and final exam score when partialing out ACT
Mathematics statistically reveal7 thw_ the ACT Mathematics variable has
a trivial effect on the relaticoship of interest. The partial correla-
tion coefficient among these va:4.ables 7ielded a value of .15 which
still represents a significant difference between the two groups on the
final exam score even when the ACT Mathematics score is held constant.

Subsequent investigation of the final exam scores shows in Table 3
that student achievement was higher in the videocassette-discussion mode
in each of six areas of instruction than in the live lecture-discussion
mode. Thus, the general overall achievement index was indicatilta-trf
achieVement throughout the 2ourse and was not weighted by only one or
two areas of instruction.
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TaMo 2. Cocr-lations 111('

of Conitiv, Variables in (Th..mistry Lot

Variable
a

1 3 7

1 1,066 1,065 1,050 1 024 1,0E' 1.064

2 .17 1,065 1,05 1,070 1. %019, 1,044

3 -.03 ?.9 1,05S vi9 L073 1,119 1,007

4 .08 1. 1,n19 1,043

5 .on .11 .06 .35 T-12 1,004

6 -.01 .30 .39 17 R 9 1,024

7 .01 ./1 .24 .11 1,007

.03 .30 .0(..: .Ir .10

Nenn

SD

11(.; 6 31.

24.2? 10.07

n
Variable Irlentification and ilanFe

Variable 1
Variable 2
Variable 3
Variable 4 -
Variable 5
Variable 5 -
Variable 7
Variable 3

29 5

5.4 6./1

12.4 L5.1

- Group Membership (TV = L. LL -
- Final Exam Score [0,
- High School Rank (as a perceniile1

ACT Mathematics Score [6, 361

ACT Natural Science Score [6, 16]

Chemistry High School Grade (A = 5.1
athematics Placement. Thst Score [0, 401
Chemistry Placement Test Score [0, 60]



Freshman Achievement by Subtest on the

Comorehensive gin,-.1 Exam, TV vu. LL

Suhtest Total
Points I;eal

a

TV (7L-757)

S.D. Mean
n

LL P.225)

"'In. fldn. S.D.

Reading and Elect..ronic 40 :4.f. 24.9 6.58 22.2 21.3 7.07
Structure

Oxidation-Reduction 29 13 1 13.7 1.33 11.9 12.2 4.35
Electrochem.

P.,riodic Properties 30 19.7 .1'; 7 4.70 19.6 12.7 4.69
& Descriptive Chem.

Gases, Liquids, Solids 25 1'..7 1 , 2 /...71 13.3 13.5 4.31
& Solutions

Stoichiometry; i.i 21.( '1 " 77 21.4 21.4 7.54

Acids &

Nuclear Chem., Energy, 27 .17.r, 17 ,.12 11.5 17.0 5.18

Coor. Chem.

TOTAL 113 113, 11 ,.1 ?1.71 103.3 102.0 24.5

a
A significant. :!!ff.c,rence oss noted ..)cr.ween o_sch set cf means at the

< .05 level.

Af fective Afeasureo

At the conclusion of the senester, students in first semester chemis-
try were ask.ed to evaluate the instruction they had received by responding
to a series of items on a course evaluation questionnaire. Three different
forms of this questionnaire were used in the course: the first for eval-
uation of tnp large group lectures given in the traditional mode, the second
for the evaluation of the TA discussion sessions which were coordinated
with the live lecture, and the third for the evaluation of the televised
presentations and TA interaction with these presentations.

Tables 4 and 5 compare the average student responses to these
questionnaires across items. Tests of significance were calculated with
the t-test. Data presented in Table 4 strongly suggest the TAs were
comparalde in 1A3th the LL and TV modes of instruction when evaluated by
the students. Although the responsibilities of the TAs were different

2
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under th two instructional mcWes, students perceivod the TAs as
nerforlaing welJ.

Table 4. Student Perception of TA Tffectivaness in Chemistry 101

Questionnaire Item Scale Rangea Mean Responseb
TV (L17) LL (1_1=259)

TA Iio1ding Interest Dull/Exciting 3.76 3.47

TA Encourages Discussion Rare/rrequent 4_11 4.15

Preparation of TA DisoranizedP'ell Prepared 4.05

Oral Delivery of TA Awkward/Effective 3.73 3.69

Attitude of TA Unfair/Foir 4-42 4.48

TA's Perception and Tielp UnresPonsive/He1pful 4.0.1 4.02

Availability of TA Never/Fxcelient 4.34 4.13

TA's Ability to Fxplain Unsatisfactory/Excellent 3.70 3.66

TA's Overall Performance Very Poor/Excellent 4.05 4.22

Homework Grading Slow/Prompt 3.96 3.92

a
Scale Range was 1-5 with on optimal score of 5.

b
No significant differences between these means were noted at the 2 < .05

level.

As was stated earlier, the televised material is clear and concise
yet proceeds at a more rapid pace than does the live lecture. Students,
however, in their perception of the instruction received, rated the pace
of the live lectures as being faster and covering too much material. In
a large group situation, it is possible that students are forced to follow
a traditional 45-50 minute lecture without being offered the opportunity
to ask auestions. The videocassette-discussion format, although present-
ing material at a faster rate, can 1)e stopped, rerun, and accompanied by
explanations to suit the needs of the student.

The fair handling of grading requests was rated higher by the LL
"'soup. In the LL mode this procedure was the responsibility of the lec-
turer who met with ths entire group. In the TV mode, the grading requests
were handled by a faculty member who never met with the entire group of
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students. Thus the LL mode harling of ;ra:in.,:: requests T'as less anony-
mous and may have been better accented ,v the students,

Tablo 5. Student Percention of Instruction in Che..-listry 101

Questionnaire Item Scale P.angea
.1e.an Response

TV (17=817) LL (N=222)

Pace,of Presentations Too Slow/Too Fast 2.97* 4,15**

Level of Presentations Too Lov/Too High 3.41** 3.69**

Relevancn of Exam Items Poor/Excellent 3.10 3.24

Fair Handling of Grading Seldom/Always 3.60** 4,06**
Requests

Textbook Unsatisfactory/Excellent 2.97* 3.16*

Level of Personal Effort Low/Figh 4.05 4.09

Motivation to Learn Adverse/Excellent 3.33 3.32

Insight and Understanding Adverse/Excellent 3.31 3.17

E):pected Letter Crade Fallure/Excellent 3.60 3.55

a
Scale range was 1-5. Optimal score on the _irst two items was 31 on all

other items the optimal score was 5.

< .05. A significant difference betweon this set of mear.,; was noted at

the .p < .05 level.

< .nl. Significant differences between three pairs of means were noted

at the p < .01 level.

The textbook lAsed (Mortimer, 1975) also received a higher rating by
the LL students. This group may have felt the need to rely more heavily
on the textbook because they did not have the option to replay the lectures.

Expected letter grade has been found in other studies to relate to
student ratings (Batista and Prandenburg; flote 27 Holmes, 1971, Kennedy,
1975). In these two modes of instruction the averae student -;rade

1 4
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expectations -ore nlmost Sinidents' Inotivation to learn about
cl-emistr nsipht an urrstnn4in7 nro,,jed by the iastriction, and
their levels of nersonal effort -n:ra not nerceived as bein- sipnificantly
different in t o froups

In surneving thn TAs associeterl ith the Chemistry 101 course, '37,

felt the vi,:noelsette-discussien mode ,pives the TA the hetter teach_L.n,g
experience. If piver the opportunity to select their assipnment, 74 of
the TAs preferred the TV mo.de. Severa '. of those TAs selecting the LL mode
indicated t.'-e only reason Was C,e. opportunity to try somethinp different.
"nen as!-ed, 'As preferred the TV mose because they had more frequent con-
tact ith thn students and were solely resnonsible for classroom discus-
sion,

On C.c. sverane, the TAs nerceived the total time per wee* for one
saction ass:!-enc in the mode as 14.4 hours. Thoso in the LL mode
nerceivn-1. nvP.rage tme sPent: nor week to ba several hours less.
fhis dii. Ferrico ri.y e accouned for in the. additiono.l tirlo snent by
some TAs in erevieinn the videocassette presco-itations or possibly by
the laciz ol nttno,:ance of 30M0 ia the biweekly live lectures.

TAs in the 7 mode reported thP TV presentations as averaPe to
above average iu hol:ling their interest, ia enlenations, nn n. in techni-
cal quality. Tbn,- TAs characterize6 the students' Personal effort simi-
lar to what the students had perc:-Ivad of themselves. To other items
TAs responded that students rel.ie: heavily on the syllabus r17:4_ they
rated the reliability of the eninment as heinp good to excellent.

Effi,r..iency or t7n7 TV 1..fode

These videocassette oresentations represent a clenartnental consensus
of what should be include: in the introductory chemistry course. ftich of

this mnterial. is difficult to present in the live lecture mode. The de-
partment has strived to develop a curriculum which prepares students to
meet the changinF, social and economic needs of society and, furthermore,
enables students to move smoothly into new areas of chemistry.

This videocnssette-discussion teac:iiw,; fonnt ini.mres a consistency
of material nreented acro:s sec!ninns taunLt by 1.\s. fhe Chemistry Depart-
ment is assured that stu-'onts are xnosed to the topics and concepts con-
sidered important. Faculty members directinp these courses exercise a.

constant, critical review of te material. Thns the department is kept
aware of tbn course ccmtert 1) tIle curriculum and
coordinates these recommendations in revisinp: and producing the video-
cassette presentations.

Tt is di,Tficult to neneralize about the cnsL: oC either television-
discussion er 1.ecture-discussion pronrams. Cosi: components are both
time-snecific and circumstantial they vary greatly across institutions
and within a particular institution over time. --velopmental costs for
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the tel.-!vision ra:pes have not beep estimated i this .t.uflv because (a)
complet,.- cost figures at various nroduction stag,es wera unavailable,
(b) the costs are not likely'to he -yaneralizahle to e!.7er institutions
which may wish to adopt this teachin!, mode, ;me. (c) such data are lid,ely
to be of only historical siRniEicance to the UITJC,

Individuals who wish to ma7:e jud?rent9 about ross cost estimates
might consider the many factors 1,,hich are suhsumed nn-'er these broad
categories: equipment (ej,., vielnotaPe reocrders, monitors, film carleras),
penEonnel (e c, script riters, dir,>ctors, artists, camera crev1), facili-
ties (e,g., control room, studio, overhead), supplies am': services
(e.;7., various types of tapes, dubbing,- oditiny). Thou01 tl.e number of
tapes ?roduced for a series is 1ii7ey to influence per tape cost, it is
also quite likely that, for tapes of coml,arabla content and quality, the
cost of producing the first few tapes woulZ, exceed the cost of creatinR
the last few. Certainly the amount and type of animation and art work
contribute to differential tape production costs.

Summary ano'? Discussion

The Chemif7try Denartr.Aent at '.iITJC is continuing to develon and use

the videocassette-discussion mode o' instruction in intr,:)ductory courses
because7 (a) it has proven to be an er'-tive mode of instruction !then
effectiveness is measured bv stue:ent n 1P.7,111 (11) stu.lerts. TAs, and
faculty members are receptive to ne nro _am as shown 1:v narticipa-
tion in the development, use, an,1 evaluation. and (c) ele efficiency of
the program has been demonstrate in it:5 renlicability, nature of the
material presehrNi, and consistency of instruction in the introductory
sequence. Althour,h the sets of videocassette presentations are expensive
to produce, they are relatively inexpensive to use. Instructors, further-
more, are given full academic freedom in coordinating the televised
material uith the live wor in the classroom.

Some applications of this teaching mode include (a) individualized
instruction, (b) industiial and educational in-service instruction, (c)
health sciences education (d) sotellite programs, and (e) supplementary
instruction at various academic levels, A current Chemistry Department
proposal will document effective alt:,rnatives for coordinatinR televised
and live work r varied apnliaf:ion.
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1
Currendy 'Professor flaight is profssol. of Chemistry and director of

general chemi:,try at UNC and chairperson of the Division of Chemical
Education of the American Chemical Soc,-2ty.

. 2
PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation) is the

interaclAve computer-hased teaching system at UlliC on which talented pro-
grammers have generated graphics, animation, and titles on terminal screens.
These in turn have been taped for inclusion on the videocassette produCtions
in introductory chemistry.
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